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O. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-341/85-009(DRS)

Docket No. 50-341 License No. CPPR-87

Licensee: Detroit Edison Company
2000 Second Avenue
Detroit, MI 48224

Facility Name: Fermi Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2

Inspection At: Newport, MI
'

Inspection Conducted: February 12-22, 1985

#[f. /GNMInspectors: -Z. Falevits (

bR. Mendez -f [ y

Wh.K. Tani y-
Date'-

Nh- "A. Gautam
Date

cD f 'M
Approved By: C. C. Williams, Chief , M7/ [D

Plant Systems Section Da te / ' '

Inspection Sunnary

Inspection on February 12 through 22, 1985 (Report No. 50-341/85-009(DRS)
Areas Inspected: Routine, announced safety inspection of licensee actions on
previous inspection-findings, 10 CFR Part 21 followup; review of 50.55(e)
items and IE bulletins; review of licensee as-built electrical and I&C verifi-
cation and deviation dispositioning program. The inspection involved a total
of 310 inspector hours onsite including 96 inspector hours during off shifts.
Results: Of the areas inspected, no items of noncompliance were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Detroit Edison Company (DECO)

*W. H. Jens, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
+W. R. Holland, Vice President
+S. Noetzel, Assistant Manager
*R. S. Lenart, Superintendent

+*S. Zoma, Principal Resident Engineer, Field Engineering
*L. Bregni, Engineer, Licensing
+L. G. Ferguson, Principal Resident Engineer, I&C, Field Engineering
*S. Martin, Licensing. Engineer, Licensing
*T. Nickelson, Assistant to Startup Engineer, Startup
*J. Bross, Startup Engineer, Startup
*J. Dudlets, Supervising Engineer, General Engineering and I&C#

+M. Khan, Senior Field Engineer, Field Engineering
+C. L. Morrison, I&C Engineer
+L. S. Blum, Engineering Assistant, Field Engineering
+G. Matty, Maintenance, Operations

_

+R. Creason, Operations Consultant
+D. Watson, Maintenance, Operations
*0. K. Earle, Supervisor, Licensing
+R. H. Muller, Senior Engineer, Nuclear Engineering
*P. Acharya, Director, SCO, PM0
*G. W. Richard, Engineer, I&C
*W. M. Street, Supervising Engineer, Civil DECO
*E. P. Griffing, Assistant Manager, Nuclear Operations
*R. T. Schwarez, Supervisor, Startup, NQA
*M. Ripley, Director, Startup, DECO
*W. Miller, Supervisor, QA, NQA

The inspector also contacted and interviewed other licensee and contract
employees.

* Denotes those persons who attended the exit meeting on February 22, 1985.

+ Denotes those persons who attended the meeting on item classification on
February 14, 1985.

;- 2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

a. (Closed) Noncompliance Item No. (341/84-17-01c): As discussed in
Report No. 84-68, the NRC inspector requested the licensee to
provide the as-built drawings of the Reactor Instrument Nozzles
showing the actual elevations of the instrument nozzles, and
evidence that these elevation values are reflected in the instrument
calibration calculation used in the GE Field Deviation Disposition
Request (FDDR) No. KH1-1053 latest Revision. During this inspection
period, the licensee presented the following information for review:
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(1) As-built change document ABI-0810, Revision 0, dated January 28,
1985.

(2) An unapproved copy of FDDR KH1-1053, Revision 2, dated
February 12, 1985.

(3) Drawing 6DI-821-7254-1, Revision F, 6DI-B21-7253-1, Revision E,
6DI-B21-7266-1, Revision F, and GE drawing E-232-907, Revision 7.

A review of ABI-0810, Revision 0, indicated that the elevation values
used in Drawings 6DI-B21-7254-1, Revision F, 601-B21-7253-1, Revision
E, 6DI B21-7266-1, Revision F, and calibration calculation basis in
FDDR-KH1-1053, Revision 2,'were based on Survey No. EF2-104-426,
Revision A. The inspector questioned the licensee as to why the
actual measurements from the reactor vessel invert to each individual
instrument nozzle and penetration is not being used in the calibration
calculation. The licensee responded that since the area'where these
nozzles and penetration were located are so cluttered and insulation
has been installed it is. very difficult to perform actual measurements,
and that error by the survey method is minimal.

A review of FDDR KH1-1053, Revision 2, indicated that the licensee
made-the following significant modificiations based on changes due to
the NRC findings (341/84-17-01c):

(a) ABI-0810 was issued, revising nozzle and penetration elevations
for instrument sensing lines.

(b) The following wide, narrow, and fuel zone range instrument cali-
bration calculation bases were revised by the licensee as part
of the corrective action:

Description of Instr. Changed
Parameters Changed Div. Range From To

"h2" - Top of Scale I Fuel Zone 269.96" 460.56"
"h2" - Top of Scale' II Fuel Zone 269.96" 496.37"
"h3" - Top of Scale I Fuel Zone 183.53" 184.80"
"h3" - Top of Scale II Fuel Zone 182.65" 184.76"
"h2" - Bottom of Scale I Fuel Zone 69.96" 260.56"
"h2" - Bottom of Scale II Fuel Zone 69.96" 296.37"
"h3" - Bottom of Scale I Fuel Zone 383.53" 384.80"
"h3" - Bottom of Scale II Fuel Zone 382.65" 384.76"
"w" I Fuel Zone 33.03" 34.30"
"w" II Fuel Zone 12.97" 15.08"
"x" II Fuel Zone 665.68" 666.05"
Elev of Cond. Chamber I Fuel Zone 601.12" .601.11"
Elev. of Cond. Chamber II Fuel Zone 601.08" 601.07"
Elev. of Lower Inst. Pen I Fuel Zone 596.63" 596.72"
Elev. of Lower Inst. Pen II Fuel Zone 593.77" 593.74"
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Elev. of Cond. Chamber I Wide 601.12" 601.11"
Elev. of Cond.- Chamber. II Wide 601.08" 601.07
Elev. of Lower Inst. Pen - II -Wide 629.99" 630.03"

~ "x" II' Wide 231.05" 230.61"
"z"' I Wide 10.62" 10.63"'

"z" -

II Wide 11.06" 10.63"
Subcooled Region Temp I&II Wide 530 F- 530.56 F
"Vt4" _I&II Wide .02644 .021644

Elev. of Cond. Chamber I Narrow 601.12" 601.11"
. Elev. of Cond. Chamber II~ Narrow 601.08" 601.07"
Elev. of Lower Inst. Pen - II Narrow 642.39" '642.37"
~"x" II Narrow 82.24" 82.49"
"z" II. Narrow 13.25 13.50"

Note: -The following are-definitions of terms used above:

Wide Range Instrument LUsed following a scram.

Used during normal plant operation.Narrow Range Instrument -

Used following a LOCA.Fuel. Zone Instrument -

Water level column where the temperatureh2.= -

of the water is at saturated liquid
,

condition.

Column height of saturated steam fromh3 =' --

the' top of the saturated water to the
center.line of the top water level
instrument tap.

-

Specific volume of the saturated waterVt4_= -

above the middle-water level top.

Elevation from upper instrument tap'w = -

penetration to center line of vessel
water level upper tap.

x= - Elevation from lower _ instrument tap -
penetration to upper instrument tap
penetration.

'

z= -- Elevation from_ lower instrument tap
penetration to center line of vessel
water level lower tap.

Based on the' licensee's' corrective actions as discussed above, and
L

,

'the fact that the licensee has committed to adequately and properly
redisposition EER-298, this item is considered closed.p

\;
! b. _(Closed)OpenItem(341/84-17-02(DRS): This item addressed the
|- elimination of the "RHR Steam Condensing Mode" circuitry from the-
i

i
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design drawings and the field via the use of (Field Modification
Request) FMR-4914, -4915, and -4937.

The NRC inspector had identified various circuits that had been
removed physically in the field, but not deleted from the design
drawings.

~ .The inspector requested that the licensee review all safely-related
' Steam Condensing Mode design drawings to preclude additional dis-
crepancies. Subsequently, the licensee conducted a comprehensive

. review of this subject'which was documented in DET-85-316. Results
of licensee review indicated that 22 additional items at variance -

items (quirements were identified of which 11 were classified as"B"
with re

a deviation which.if left uncorrected could result in the
impaired' performance of the operations and maintenance personnel)
and 11 as "C" items (a minor hardware or drawing discrepancy).

' The' inspector reviewed the above findings and their disposition
documented in Troy DET FZE-TR85-0007 dated January 17, 1985.

The licensee's comprehensive as-built program now in progress-
should identify if similar discrepancies exist in other areas. This
will~be reviewed by NRC during future inspections. This item is
considered closed.

.c. -(0 pen) Unresolved Item (341/84-21-03): Duke Recomendation No.10.
It was previously identified that coating deficiencies existed
inside the drywell. The inspector reviewed this area and cbserved- ,

that Class 1 coatings in the drywell had not been completed. Pending
, licensee action to resolve this' issue, this item remains unresolved.

,

d.: (0 pen)OpenItem(341/84-21-11): Duke Recomendation f.o. 20. It

was previously identified that reactor water level and pressure
, instruments had calibration and grounding deficiencies, and that
limit switches and scram valves also had calibration deficiencies.

The Duke recommendation has the following attributes:

(1)-Processinstrumentcalibrationdeficiencies.
.

(2) Safety-related instruments and panels grounded to station
. ground, however, Specification 3071-33 (latest revision) requires
that a separate grounding system be provided for safety-related
instruments and panels.:

(3) Damaged cables of Radiation Monitor #D11-N006A.c

L (4) Limit switch and scram valve calibra' tion deficiencies.
L
l' . Attribute (1) of Duke Rec.#20 was closed in report #85-04.

Attribute (2) above was addressed during this inspection. The
' licensee's corrective action included revising Spec. 33, deleting'

L the requirrment for a separate grounding system for the safety-related
!

! r
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instruments and panels. The NRC inspector's concerns on high voltage
gradients were also addressed. The licensee provided information that
showed that the station ground was .5 ohms and that these safety-
related instruments and panels were fed from D.C. power supplies which
have adequate filtering capability to limit high voltage gradients to
acceptable levels. Bcsed on this information and licensee's revision
of Spec. 33 to agree with the as-built configuration of the grounding
system, this attribute of the Duke Rec. #20 is considered closed.

Attribute (3) of Duke Rec. #20 is discussed in detail on Paragraph
2-bb of this report.

Attribute (4)-of Duke Rec. #20 will be reviewed during a subsequent
inspection by the Region III NRC staff.

e. (Closed) Noncompliance Item (341/84-45-04(DRS)): The licensee failed
to assure that installed thermal overloads (0.L.) conform to specified
thermal overloads in Design Calculation -DC 968, project design
drawings and applicable design documents.

(1) Corrective action taken by the licensee:

(a) A comprehensive verification program was initiated by the
licensee, to insure that:

h The proper documented overload is installed.

-
The MCC frontal drawings properly reflects the2.
installed documented 0.L.

3. Design Calculation 968 provides the verified
documentation that the correct 0.L. is installed.

-~

4 Locked Rotor Amps (LRA) does not exceed starter size.2

-
A plan of action to resolve discrepancies as5.
delineated in letter EF2-72431 dated October 5, 1985
is adhered to.

(b) Total review made by licensee of all QAI MCC's for proper
thermal overload sizing, using field and engineering
verified Motor Operated Valves (MOV) electrical data,
which included Full Load Amps (FLA), Locked Rotor Amps
(LRA) and measured stroke time. This overall review and
recalculation has resulted in the need to replace approx-
imately 75 thermal overload elements. This was based on
the following criteria used by the licensee:

1. Stroke time considered tolerance of 110%.'

L Motor criteria that must be met.
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Valve must stroke four times at rated currenta.
(F.L.A.);thisisconsideredasfournormal
operations.

---

One full stroke at twice F.L.A.; this isb.
considered'by licensee as an abnormally tight
valve.

The inspector reviewed the replacement program and the
engineering documents associated with replacing above

| thermal overloads. (EDP-1801,EDP-1917,SV-84-1631).

At time of last inspection approximately 60 thermal<

| q overload elements had been replaced. The inspector also
reviewed QC's involvement in this replacement program.'

- Based on licensee connitment to complete this program by
fuel: load this item is considered closed,

f. (Closed) Noncomp1.iance Item (341/84-50-01): This noncompliance
identified numerous hardware and software discrepancies between field

in . installation and as-built design drawings of safety-related General
. : Electric I&C: racks H21-P005 and H21-P021. The licensee has since

performed walkdowns on apparently all safety-related I&C racks and
issued NCRs, such as NCRs 84-1893 and 84-1758 for racks H21-P005 and<

- H21-P021 respectively as well as revised drawings, to correct various
A identified discrepancies. The NRC inspector reviewed two safety-related
b GE -instrument racks H21-P014 and 'H21-P036 for as-built status in

- 'accordance with design drawings 61721-2282-21 Revision D and
'61721-2281-25 Revision E for rack H21-P036; and drawings 61721-2282-19*

,

Revision E.and 61721-2281-13 Revision G for rack H21-P014. The scope
[d' :of review included verifying mounting, location and identification of

' instruments;-tubing routing, connections and identification; type,
; quantity and catalog numbers of valves and associated fittings;' cabling
l' |and' terminations on rack terminal box; and review of associated NCRs -

84-1896_and 84-1905 on inspected racks.

-Two exceptions regarding a loose conduit connection and lack of
removal of a loose spare conduit were identified by the inspector
and controlled on NCR 84-1905A, dated February 13, 1985.

,

|

L Based on the above review this item is considered closed.-

p

e g. :(Closed) Noncompliance item (341/84-57-01): This item addresses
L the licensee's inadequate design control measure to preclude
; discrepancies among design documents and the failure to take
L immediate corrective action to correct such discrepancies.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's comprehensive as-built program'-

now in progress which identifies similar discrepancies where they
exist. The licensee has also hired a consulting engineering firm
to perform a complete recheck and reverification of all safety-related
schematic-diagrams, connection diagrams, relay and metering diagrams,

3
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single line diagrams, loop schematics, etc. to identify similar
,

discrepancies. Due to the above corrective actions taken by the
licensee, this item is considered closed.

h. (Closed)NoncomplianceItem(341/84-62-01): This noncompliance addressed
a lack of control and adequacy of design drawings in the control
room and tagging center. These drawings are used by operators
during operations, including plant shutdown, and coordination of
maintenance activities. The NRC inspector reviewed drawings for
adequacy in regard to information needed for operations and mainten-
ance, timely access, controlled status of revisions, design change
postings, clarity and controlled location. Previously identified
missing drawings, such as station one line power distribution drawings,
were found included in bound drawing stacks placed in the control room
and appropriate safety related electrical schematic drawings were
found included in the tagging center drawing cabinet. Concerns
regarding permanent location and clarity were found addressed and
controlled by the licensee.

During review of the controlled status of drawings in the tagging
center it was observed that one of the twenty drawings reviewed,
drawing 61721-2649-1 Revision G, did not have three of its four
outstanding design change documents posted. Following this obser-
vation the above drawing was corrected and an audit was performed by
the Operations Administration Group on all drawings in the tagging
center. The licensee reported finding no additional discrepancies,
with the exception of finding some incomplete aperture cards of
superseded drawings, for which controlled blue prints did exist in
the tagging center. Based on this review, this item is closed.

1. (Closed) Noncompliance (341/84-62-02): The NRC inspector performed
an as-built inspection to determine if the as-built system conforms
to design drawings and is in agreement with FSAR requirements.

The undervoltage relay circuits were examined to ascertain whether
the as-installed component configurations conform to the applicable
wirings diagrams. Various discrepancies were identified during the
visual and point to point inspection.

Subequently, the licensee initiated a comprehensive I&C and
electrical as built program, which is still in progress, to identify
such discrepancies in all safely-related components and associated
design drawings. The inspector reviewed the as-built program and
found it effective in identifying similar discrepancies. Additional
review of licensee's progress in this area will be conducted in the
future by the NRC inspection team. This item is considered closed.

J. (Closed) Noncompliance (341/84-62-03): This item concerned 25
burned out/ missing status indicating lamps on 480V and 4160V safety-

,

t related switchgears.

Licensee corrective action:
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(a) Revise the operator Round Inspection Sheets to specify checking
indicator lights.

(b) Place this package on urgent required reading.

(c) Train all non-licensed operators.

The inspector reviewed 480V bus inspection instructions #ELEC-0R14-33
dated July 7, 1983 and 4160V inspection instructions #ELEC-0-R14-30
dated July 7, 1983, which require a check of proper indication of
the red, green and white indicating lights . Various operator
inspection sheets were reviewed by the inspector, check points
required that all 4160V bus and 480V bus positions have applicable
indicating lamps lit. The lamps are to be checked by the operator
three times daily and signatures are required to confirm this activity.
This item is considered closed.

k. (0 pen)UnresolvedItem(341/84-68-01): It was previously identified
during a walkdown of the containment isolation system by the NRC
inspector that Main Steam line D instrnent top condensing chambers
fed by lines B21-L003D and B21-L004D were separated by only three (3)
inches of free air from sensing lines identified as B31-L001A,
Division 1 and B31-L002A Division II. It was further identified by

the NRC inspector that sensing lines B31-L001A, Div. I, and 831-L002A,
Division I appeared to violate separation requirements in that they
are only six inches free air from sensing lines B31-LOO 18, Division II,
and B31-L002B, Division II. These sensing lines that appeared to be
in separation violation were also observed to be routed thru one
common penetration identified as Pen. X-28D. Due to these NRC findings,
the licensee initiated Deviation Event Report (DER) #85-074 and has
committed to utilize the DEC0-maintainance and modification 0A
organization to walkdown 100% of the safety-related instrument sensing
lines to verify correct labeling inside the dry-well. There are a
total of 118 sensing lines. The licensee has also committed to
walkdown a sample of safety-related instrument sensing lines from the
sensors to the instrument racks to verify that sensing lines are
connected to the correct sensors and transmitters prior to fuel load.
Pending a review of licensee's corrective actions to verify that no
separation, mis-connections and mis-labeling of sensing lines
deficiencies exist, this item remains open.

1. (Closed) Unresolved Item (341/84-68-02): It was previously identi-
fied during NRC Review of the Containment Isolation System Schematics,
wiring diagrams and P&ID that the following discrepancies existed on
the drawings:

(1) Fermi 2 FSAR Figures 7.3-10 sheets,1, 2, and 3 do not appear
to reflect the implementation of FMR-1109 dated March 15, 1979.

(2) It appears that the correct reactor low water level interlocks
are not used in the MSIV isolation logic (Ref. drawings 61721-
2095-14 & 15 RevisionC).

9
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(3) Color code discrepancies exist between the drawings listed
in the brackets. (61721-21-16 and 17, Revision C., and
61721-2282-55, 60, 65 and 70, Revision R.) (Ref. DCP-B2100-105
and 106, IDCN-422, IRMR-1087 and DCN-5990.) It appears that'

some of the referenced design change documents were not
.

properly and completely implemented.

The inspector reviewed the following licensee's response to item (1):

" Detroit Edison made an effort to keep the FSAR updated during the
construction phase. FSAR Figure 7.3-10, sheets 1, 2, and 3, " Nuclear
Boiler System FCD" are covered under Interfacing Procedure 11.000.121,
"FSAR and ER Amendments." This procedure provides for annual updates
of the FSAR beginning two years after the operating license is issued.
Typically, however, there is a significant delay in the incorpora-
tion of changes into FSAR drawings issued and maintained by General
Electric if the change is not initiated by GE. This is the case
with FMR S-1109. To alleviate this problem, Detroit Edison will -

obtain the mylars for these drawings and will maintain these drawings
internally. The revised drawings will be annotated to show that the
GE issued drawings are being maintained by Detroit Edison. FSAR
Figure 7.3-10 is being revised by FCN-84-579 which is scheduled to
be incorporated by July, 1986."

Based on the licensee's response and the fact that FCN-84-579 is
currently revising the FSAR figures 7.3-10 sheets 1 thru 3, this
item is considered closed.'

L

Item (2) was identified as an incorrect reactor water level
interlock that was shown in drawings 61721-2095-14 and 15, Revision
C. The interlock used by the licensee in the MSIV isolation logic
for water level came from Relay B21-K1 which was initiated by water
level No. 2 switch. The use of Level 2 interlock did not reflect
the FSAR 7.3.2.2.7.1 comment which indicates that Reactor Water
Level No. I switch should be the correct interlock. The inspector

was subsequently provided with Revision F of drawing 61721-2095-14
and 15 following an exit interview on February 1, 1985. A review of
Revision F of 61721-2095-14 and 15 drawing notation indicated that a
Level No. I contact was now being used. This appeared to be misleading,

~

since the interlock used for level measurement came from Relay
C71A-K260A(B, C, D) which in turn is fed from Transmitter B21-N081A(B,
C, D) - a Level No. 2 transmitter.

During a subsequent inspection on February 12, 1985, the inspector
questioned the licensee representative about the misleading inform-
ation-in drawing #61721-2095-14 and 15, Revision F, and the licensee's
representative presented the NRC inspector with drawing 61721-2155-22,
Revision D which shows that the trip unit 821-N681A (B, C, D) was
fed by a level 2 transmitter B21-N081A (B, C, D); however, the
trip unit also had a slave trip unit B21-N684A (B, C, D) whose trip
set point was set to trip at level 1. This resolved the inspector's
concerns on the Reactor Water level interlocks used in the MSIV
isolation logic in drawing 61721-2095 14 & 15, Revision C & F.
This item is considered closed.

10
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Wire color code discrepancies was the third item (3) identified in
report 84-68.

Color code discrepancies exist between the drawings listed in the
brackets. (61721-21-16 and 17, Revision C, and 61721-2282-55, 60,
65 and 70, Revision F) (Ref. DCP-B2100-IO5 and 106, IDCN-442,
IRMR-1087andDCN-5990) It appears that some of the referenced
design change documents were not properly and completely
implemented.

The licensee has taken corrective action on this item by issuing DER
#85-317 dated February 15, 1985, addressing these discrepancies and
also performed a walkdown of the panels with the discrepant drawings.
Panel H21-P085 was walked down on December 5, 1984 and Panl H21-P086
was walked down on December 6,1984 to verify discrepancies in the
panels. Based on the above, this item is closed.

m. (Closed) Open Item (341/84-68-03A and OSB): It was previously
identified that certain devices and termination blocks identified on
as-built drawing 65D721-2501-40, Revision E, for Bus 65E, positions
E8 and E10, had missing identification tags in the field. These
items were included and documented in the licensee's DER packages.
The licensee has indicated that not all positions, components or
panels will be tagged to the same degree. The licensee stated that
although components inside electrical switchgear may not be
labeled, it will not cause confusion to maintenance or operator
personnel since arrangement drawings will (in the future) reflect
the as-built configuration. However, the licensee has not formally
established what. documented acceptance criteria would be used to
identify what equipment will be labeled. For additional information,

see paragraph 4.c. open item 341/85-009-03. Based on open item
341/85-009-03, which addresses the question of labeling more
comprehensively, this item is closed.

n. (Closed) Open Item (341/84-68-04): This item involved an apparent
discrepancy in the rating of a type A6Y7E-96 Shawmut fuse. Specifi-
cation 3071-128 required that the fuse size for this application be
rated at 10 amps. The fuse observed in the field at Bus 72EC,
position 1A, was the correct type but was stamped 7A and was
interpreted as 7 amps. According to the manufacturer, the correct
designation should have been 7E instead of 7A. This discrepancy in
the labeling of the fuse had already been identified by the licensee
inDesignChangeNotice(DCN)R30-00-5,issuedonNovember 29, 1984,
but was not identified to the NRC inspector during the previous
inspection. This DCN will initiate action to change the fuse rating
designation from 7A to 7E. This item is considered closed.

o. (Closed)OpenItem(341/84-68-05): It was previously identified
that type 51 overcurrent relays installed in the field were not in
accordance with the licensee's single line diagram. Time overcurrent
relays identified in the field at the 4160V switchgear service,
Bus 65E, were observed to be GE type 12IAC66, whereas the single line
diagram 65D721-2500-4 specified GE type 12IAC53. Even though these

.
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type of relays were shown correctly on the wiring and schematic diagrams
and agreed with the field as-built status, the licensee's LDDI
specified single line diagrams to be the lead document for relaying
information. The licensee has reported. completing walkdowns to verify
the. proper relay identification on all single line diagrams and reported
bringing single line diagrams up to date. Based on this review, this
item is closed.

p. (Closed) Unresolved Item (341/84-68-06): This item addressed a
discrepancy on the single line diagram 65D721-2510-5-Rev. J designated
by the licensee is Lead Design Document Index (LDDI). That is, the
Lead drawing for information on relays. The above single line
diagram had indicated that three device 27/59 undervoltage/overvoltage
relays were being utilized in the load shedding circuitry. In reality,

three Device 27 undervoltage relays were being used.

Licensee corrective action was taken to update the one line diagram
to reflect the correct relay style (27). Thisitgmisconsidered

~

closed.

q.- (Closed) Open Item (341/84-68-07): It was previously identified
that relay development for undervoltage relays 27-xy, 27-zx, and
27-yz were missing from drawing 61721N-2573-45, Revision I.

The NRC inspector reviewed the licensee's drawings and change
document ABE-1453, drawing 6SD721N-2573-34, Revision I,
6SD721-2510-5, Revision J, and observed that the licensee's
corrective actions were adequate. This item is closed.

r. (0 pen) Unresolved Item (341/84-68-08): This item identified con-
cerns regarding the adequacy and clarity of the electrical ' Road
Maps', now called Lead Design Document Index (LDDI) Procedure 11.000.54,
Revision 0, Attachment 3, in identifying appropriate drawings and
their lead or accurate infonnation. The inspector reviewed Procedure '

11.000.54, Revision 2, Attachments 3 & 4, and observed that two of
the five previously identified discrepancies had not been corrected.
The inspector also identified additional discrepancies in Revision 2
of Attachment 4. The licensee acknowledged these concerns and agreed
to make the following changes to Revision 2 of Procedure 11.000.54,
LDDI:

(1) Lead information for schematic drawings, example 480V Motor
Control Centers (MCC), LDDI Attachment 3, page 4 of 41, item 6,
stated, "Shows device / equipment identification."

This information was considered misleading in that it appeared
to indicate device identification tag information, while in
fact, it actually indicated coils and contacts and their
associated equipment. The licensee agreed to clarify this
statement for all similar examples in Attachments 3 & 4.

(2) Lead information for schematic drawings, example 480V MCC,
LDDI Attachment 3, page 4 of 41, item 7, states, "Shows contact,

12
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developments...as applicable." The words 'as applicable' were
considered to be misleading as all contact developments for
devices shown on a schematic were required to be on the drawing.
The licensee agreed to delete the words 'as applicable' from
all similar examples in Attachments 3 & 4.

(3) Lead information for wiring diagrams, example 4160V switchgear,
LDDI Attachment 3, page 12 of 41, states, "...may not reflect
as-built wiring configuration of actual equipment, but is
functionally correct in accordance with the schematic."

The licensee agreed that due to the numerous discrepancies
identified on the as-built wiring diagrams and the subsequent
control of these discrepancies through DERs, information on
the wiring diagrams would only be functionally correct when
used in conjunction with DERs. The licensee agreed to include
a reference of DERs in this statement, for all similar examples
in Attachments 3 & 4.

(4) Lead information for wiring diagrams, example I&C panels,
LDDI Attachment 4, page 3 of 18, items 1 & 4, addresses
device location and ' cable separation.' The licensee agreed
that both statements could be misleading, and agreed to delete
these statements in their entirety from all similar examples
in Attachment 4, including the I&C cross index, Attachment 4,
page 17 of 18.

(5) Lead information on general arrangement drawings, example I&C
panels, LDDI Attachment 4, page 4 of 18, item 1, states, " Minor
relocations...have been allowed." This statement was considered
confusing and the licensee agreed to delete it from all similar
examples in Attachment 4.

Pending review of the above changes, this item remains open.

s. (Closed) Unresolved Item (341/84-68-09): It was previously identified
that connections from a 64 ground protective relay to a current trans-
former were observed to be reversed in the field. Wiring diagram
6SD721-2501-52 for 4160V switchgear, Bus 65F, position F10, shows a
#8 AWG conductor to termination point number 6 and a #12 AWG conductor
to termination point number 5 on terminal block LB. Observation of

i the actual field configuration indicates that the connections were
reversed. The licensee determined that the cause of the problem was
that DCN 4846, which affected drawing 6SD721-2501-52, was improperly
written and additional changes made on the drawing did not properly
reflect as-built field conditions. The licensee has determined that
reversal of the connections in this protective relaying scheme would
not affect its operation and that the present connection was adequate.
The licensee has committed to revise the wiring diagram to reflect
the as-built condition. Based on this commitment, this item is closed.

t. (Closed)UnresolvedItem(341/84-68-10): It was previously identi-
fled that a current transducer output which input into a DC ammeter

13
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was installed using a black conductor for the negative lead and white'

conductor for the positive lead. The licensee's design practice is
to use black for positive and white for negative. In order to
maintain consistency throughout the plant, the licensee indicated
they will issue a:PN-21 to initiate action to reverse the leads in
the field 'to reflect their design standard. This issue is considered
closed based on the licensee's comitment to change the field
connections to reficct the drawing configuration.

u.. (Closed)UnresolvedItem(341/84-68-11): It was previously identi-
rfied that connection points existed in relays that were not in
accordance with schematic and wiring diagrams. During a walkdown
Lof the Division II Core Spray System, the inspector and licensee
-personnel observed extra. connections to a relay _ identified as AX K120.

_ The extra connections were contacts which were not shown on the<

applicable S&L schematic diagram 61721-2211-4 and wiring. diagram
161721-2045-60. These contacts were in~a circuit which inputs into
containment spray pump 120V AC flasher bus. During plant operation,
the' flasher warns the operator that the core spray pumps,are not
prepared to auto-start. However, given initiation of an auto-start
signal and if the core spray pump is manually stopped, the flasher
-will not operate. The licensee discovered that this discrepancy
existed on all four' core spray pumps. Additionally, the licensee
detennined that the discrepancies occurred as .a result 'of insufficient
control of two design changes to the same circuit. It appears that
Field Modification Request (FMR) 1030 issued on May 27, 1979 was
implemented.at a later date than FMR 1396 issued on January .1,1980.
Since this was a hardware problem, the licensee must first disconnect
the contacts frc'n the circuit before dispositioning this discrepancy.
The licensee indicated they were in the-process of issuing a PN-21's
to correct'the field installation. Based on this commitment, this
item is considered closed.

v.. (Closed)UnresolvedItem(341/84-68-12):- During a walkdown of the
" -Division II Core Spray System, several discrepancies were identified

= where the as-built installation inside motor control center buckets
was functionally correct but did not match wiring and schematic
diagrams. The licensee has a standard schematic drawing
5S0721-2521-9, which shows the internal connections inside 480 MCC.
buckets. The standard is generic and shows the general wiring
arrangement inside the buckets. Prior to the initial licensee
walkdowns, the licensee had not identified discrepancies and

^ variances from the standard. The inspector reviewed a selected.,

number of marked-up schematic 'and wiring diagrams and found the
drawings' had been adequately reviewed. This issue is considered
closed,

w. '(Closed) Open Item (341/84-68-13): It was previously identified
.that the licensee's procedure did not address acceptance criteria
for setting EF3 breakers. The licensee's test procedure
CAIO.000.26, " Approved for Checkout and Initial Operations Test
Procedure," delineates acceptance criteria for setting breakers,
however, the procedure did not address EF3 type breakers. The
licensee has several EF3 breakers mounted on the hydrogen recombiner

i.
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power switchgear panel. The licensee indicated they had not received
the instantaneous trip set point data for short-circuit protection from
;the manufacturer. The licensee, subsequently obtained the information
from the manufacturer. During this inspection, the inspector reviewed

c calibration data of the EF3 breakers. On January 25, 1985, the
licensee tested molded circuit breakers model number EF3-A010. The
results of'the tests were documented and were within the manufacturer's'

trip times of-less than 10 cycles. This item is considered closed.

x. (Closed) Unresolved Item (341/84-68-14): This item addressed
discrepancies identified by the NRC inspector in the design drawings
which were used by the licensee in the Core Spray Division II Walk-
down. Relay contacts which were found spare in the field were

, designated as being used on the design drawings. Fuses were shown
wired on schematic diagram to terminations which did not agree with
the-installed ones.

FieldModificationRequests(FMRs)andDesignChangePackages-(DCP)
were found.to be. incomplete, containing errors. These FMRs and
DCPs were-improperly ' implemented in the field. Subsequently, the
licensee instituted an improved design verification program. Design

' Verification Procedure 3,3, Revision 1, dated August 29, 1984, has
.been revised and'is now Design Verification Procedure 4.3, Revision 0,
dated November 1, 1984. This item is considered closed.'

y. =(Closed) Unresolved Item (341/84-68-15): This item related to
the numerous errors identified in the DC Motor Control Center (MCC)
drawings and hardware on 2PB-1 and 2PB-2 MCCs. In order to review
one compartment in a DC MCC, there was a need to examine at least
four different design drawings at the same time. This lead to
confusion and possible errors. The licensee modified above drawings
which were redrawn, integrated into two design drawings per compart-
ment and expanded upon for further clarifications.

The inspector reviewed the upgraded drawing, observed it to be less
susceptible to errors and misinterpretation.' This item is considered
closed,

(Closed)UnresolvedItems(341/84-68-16;341/84-68-17): These itemsz.
addressed test and inspection procedure TF000017.01, which indicated
by documented signature of the test engineer that cable 234427-2C was
: checked for proper shield termination and grounding. However, cable
shield was found ungrounded and improperly terminated during the
licensee's as-built walkdawn. This, in fact, resulted in the
application of 130VDC into tha shield and electrically tying two

"g ' unrelated logic circuits. Licensee investigation of this matter
indicated that the jumper that should have been installed to ground
the shield was apparently removed without documentation during testing.
This occurred because two design changes (FMR 4198 and DCP E4100Q01)
were issued against the same drawing using the same terminal point
(TBAA-80). . This error was not identified when the design changes were
incorporated in the field.. Engineering Design Package EDP-2135 has
been issued to correct this discrepancy. The as-built program in
progress should identify such additional discrepancies when they exist.

,

These items are considered closed.
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aa. (Closed)UnresolvedItem(341/84-68-18): The NRC inspector examined
the licensee Core Spray Division II Walkdown and identified additional
discrepancies between the design drawings and the as-built components
which relates to the "RHR Steam Condensing Mode" modifications.

Licensee review of this matter indicated that Field Modification
Requests (FMRs) and Design Change Packages (DCPs) were not properly
implemented in the field and misinterpretation of these documents
led to these errors. Drafting errors also contributed to this
problem.

The inspector also identified yellow infonnation tags inside
control panels dating back two or three years. The inspector
reviewed P0M Procedure 12.000.15, Revision 8, which indicated
that an operator is required to review the Tag Log annually.
However, no requirement could be found as to the time limit set
to resolve problems identified using yellow information tags.
Licensee indicated that the procedure will be changed and time
limit will be added.

Based on the fact that the licensee has reviewed the entire Steam
Condensing Mode change, as requested by the NRC inspector and has
identified 22 additional discrepancies which are being corrected
(Ref. DER-85-316, DER-85-090, DER-85-093) Thir. item is considered
closed,

bb. (Closed) Unresolved Item (341/84-68-19): This item addressed FDDR
circuitry which had been changed by the licensee's staff using FMRs
without written documented approval from GE. Furthermore, FMR-7096
which was implemented into the design drawing was not reflected
exactly as the FMR delineated it to be.

The Licensee stated that DECO was authorized verbally by the GE
roject manager to revise GE design prior to GE's approval on an

p'at risk" basis, which would result in additional cost for rework
if GE disagreed with the design change. With regard to draftsman
incorporating changes to the drawings which do not exactly reflect
FMR requirements, the licensee has implemented procedural changes
which address this concern. Additional related information is provided
in licensee corrective action and response to 10 CFR 50.55(e), item
no. 143. (Also refer to EDP-3320.) This item is considered closed,

cc. (0 pen) Open Item (341/84-21-11): High Radiation Monitor 011-N006A
cables severed; coaxial cables 231575-E2, 231574-E2, 231569-E1, and
231568-F1 appeared to have been spliced.

Background: There are six (6) High Radiation Ion Chamber Detectors -
D11-N006A, B, C, D, E and F. 011-N006A, B, C, and D are used in four
(4) separate logics which provide isolation signals to the Main Steam
Isolation Valves (MSIV B21-F022A, B, C, and D, and B21-F028A, B, C,
and D). D11-N006E and F are spare or standby units.

During a CAT Team walkdown, it was identified that D11-N006A had
severed cables and that the coaxial cables mentioned above appeared
to heve been spliced.
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The NRC inspector reviewed the licensee's response and observed that
detector D11-N006A identified by the CAT Team as having severed
cables had not been addressed by the licensee in its response. The
inspector asked why 011-N006A was not addressed and was informed by the
licensee that the CAT Team might have misidentified D11-N006A.

The cable that appeared spliced as documented in the Duke Rec #20, was
actually cable jacket damage. The Duke Team made this observation in
Report 84-21. The licensee explained that that damage was repaired
and that the repair did not result in the cable being spliced.

The NRC inspector reviewed the following documents that chronologically
showed the events associated with the installation of Radiation Monitors
D11-N006A, B, C, D, E, and F.

Cable pull and term cards for all the cables connected to the six High
Radiation Detectors D11-N006A, B, C, D, E, and F were reviewed and the
following was observed by the NRC inspector.

(1) These cables were pulled and terminated between February 1982
to March 1982.

(2) Termination of cable 231562-E2 at the "To End" (D11-N006C) was
never witnessed by QC as required by procedures.

(3) Cable pull and termination of cable 231566-F2 at the "To End"
(D11-N0060) was never witnessed by QC as required by procedures.

(4) Cable pull and termination of cable 231568-El at the "To End"
(D11-N006E) was never witnessed by QC as required by procedures.

(5) Cable pull of cable 231569-El was never witnessed by QC as
required by procedures.

(6) On September 20, 1983, the cables were determed and retermed on
October 13, 1983 for reasons that have not been determined.

(7) Design Change Notice (DCN) 3767, Pevision G, dated June 23, 1983,
which states the follcwing change; " Install connectors on
coaxial and triaxial cables. Test cables and make repairs as
necessary. Revise references, cable codes, connector numbers
and cable descriptions as required on the affected documents."
Review of DCN 3767, Revision G, by the NRC inspector indicated
that ninety-four (94) cables had their connectors and/or cables
replaced in the TIP system (none safety related) and subsequently
connectors for the six (6) High Radiation monitors (011-N006A,
B, C, D, E, and F) were replaced. The reason for the change or
replacement of 82 connectors in the TIP system was "to terminate
cables and to test terminations in a manner necessary to meet
system requirements."

The 82 that were replaced in the TIP system and 12 connectors
involved with D11-N006A B, C, D, E, and F apparently not
evaluated for reportabilitity at this time.
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(8) The~ inspector reviewed Control Center Traveler (CCT) 1212 dated
.

.

' August 16, 1983, which instructed the. craft to rework cables per
. DCN 3767,- Revision G, and the following discrepancies were ob-'

observed:-
~

Start-up Form 7.13. Revision 1,-dated December 12, 1983 which
? indicated that cables were reworked between August and
September,1983, and states that cables 231566-F2, 231576-E2,
231578-F2, 231572-F1 "From End" and. cable 231572-F1 "To End"
connections were inspected'and tested in accordance with Spec
3071-33, Revision Q, which incorporates DCN 3767, Revision G.
It appears that contrary to this, coaxial cables data sheets
DS-018 dated December 8, 1983 show that the cables were not
terminated per DCN 3767, Revision G.

^ Note: . Cable termination and test.were performed between August
1983 and.0ctober 1983.

(9) . Surveillance Report 83-0261 dated September 1, 1983 was reviewed
by NRCEinspector which also identified various discrepancies-in
the . implementation of DCN 3767, Revision G, and CCT 1212.

(10).A review of NCR 84-0462 dated March 16, 1984 indicated that cable
231564-F1 has-damaged. conductor where it is' supposed to be
connected to High Radiation Ion Chamber detector D11-N006B on
-support 2809-E. This NCR was dispositioned as repair and. rework.
The cause of the deficiency was unknown. A new connector was
' installed on the cable and the cable was repaired. There were no
QC records to indicate QC witness of the work performed on the
cable as required by procedures. (Note: These are in-process
records.)

(11)OnJune 26, 1984, about three (3) months after cable and connector
of D11-N006B failed, cables and connectors for D11-N006C and N006D
failed and was documented in NCR 84-0962. The cause of this
deficiency was also dispositioned as_ indeterminate and no corrective
action to prevent recurrence was needed.

:With the failure of three (3) of the Hi. connectors (3 failures within 3 months)gh Radiation Monitorout of four (4) active
Radiation Detectors used in the MSIV isolation circuits, the

licensee reviewed certain of the nonconfonnance documentation
and concluded that they were not reportable per Part 21 or'

50.55(e) requirements. The cables were repaired and the
connectors were replaced, QC witnessed and accepted the work
on the cables and connectors on June 28, 1984. However,
records'were not available to indicate that QC witnessed
the cable test as required.

(12)NCR84-1247 dated August 1, 1984 documented the failure of all
four active (4) High Radiation Ion Chamber Detectors connectors

i

| (D11-N006A, B, C, and D) while pre-op test was being conducted
j en the detectors. This is 100% failure of all the detectors used
L

in the MSIV' isolation logic due to failed connectors. The failure
L
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of all detectors occurred two (2) months after the failure of
D11-N006B, C, and D connectors. The licensee subsequently
replaced all the main steam line radiation monitoring system

.

coaxial signal cable connectors. I&C repairman and QC inspectors
were trained prior to their work / inspection on these cable
assemblies. QA witnessed assembly for 5 of the 10 assemblies,
and the cables were retested. These numerouse failures of the
subject connectors were evaluated and the licensee concluded that
they were not reportable.

On October 26, 1984, NCR 84-1760 was issued to document still
another failure of the detectors, after QC and Craft (I&C) had
been trained and had completed work on the detectors per NCR
84-1247 dated August 1, 1985. This failure was evaluated as not
reportable.

(13) Interview of licensee's representatives by the NRC inspector to
determine the root cause of these cable assembly failures
indicated the following.

a) Outside diameter of coaxial cable is smaller than
specified for use with the coax connectors.

b) Failure of gasket in the connector assembly.

c) Improper shield wire contact with connector body.

d) Pin failure inside the connector assembly.

e) Craf t ans QC personnel were not adequately trained.
,

The licensee records in part, indicate that the root cause of
the historical failures of these detectors is untrained Craft
and QC personnel. This conclusion may not be all inclusive
because records show that Craft and QC personnel who had per-
fonned work on the detectors from February 1982 to present were
trained. The NCR 84-1760 which was issued after QC and Craft
(I&C) had been trained and completed work per NCR 84-1247,
implies that other significant causes may have been involved.

Summary:

As a result of the inspectors review of the safety-related main steam
line radiation detectors and their history of numerous connection
failures; the licensee has committed to provide (1) mechanical protection

.around each connector and (2) expedite the application of moisture
sealant around these connectors.

The inspector observed that these protective actions have been
initiated. These are all documented on constrolled construction
documents. Region III therefore closes its interest in this matter.
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3. 10 CFR 21 Followup

(Closed) Part 21 Item (341/84-03-PP): It was previously identified that
the low voltage cutoff setting for G.E. Class 1E inverters was not checked
for an operable range of 100 to 140 volts DC. G.E. had previously checked
for an operable range of 105 to 140 volts. The licensee evaluated this
condition and determined that there was minimal impact on operation at
Fermi 2 due to the low voltage potential being higher than the original
G.E. specified voltage of 105V DC. The inspector reviewed battery discharge
data which indicates that the batteries are fully discharged at 112 volts.

<

Consequently, the inverters would not be spuriously tripped on accident
induced transients. The licensee presently has two of the safety-related
inverters calibrated to G.E. Field Disposition Instruction (FDI) - WHLP
which sets the low voltage cutoff at 100 volts. By letter dated February
15, 1985 from the Lead Systems Engineer to the Licensing Engineer, the
licensee has committed to setting the remaining eight inverters in accor-
dance with G. E. instruction FDI-WHLP by January 1986. Based on licensee
commitment this item is closed.

4. Review of Licensee As-Built Electrical and I&C and Deviation Dispositioning
Program

a. During this inspection, the inspectors examined the methodology of the
licensee's as-built program, including the resolution and disposition'

of electrical / instrumentation and control deficiencies identified
during the'walkdown inspections.

Numerous Deviation Event Reports (DER's) initiated by the licensee
during the as-built verification walkdown of all safety-related
equipment were reviewed. The licensees walkdown inspection process
was as follows: ,

(1) Walkdown Inspection Package Prepared.

(2) DER's were written during walkdown inspection, identifying
deviations between design drawings and the installed equipment.

(3) DER's are reviewed for safety significance, and dispositioned
~

into one of three categories:

Category A - Component Operability - A deviation which, if.

left undetected, could result in the loss of
or incorrect function of a safety-related
component or system.

Category B - Operation / Maintenance - A deviation which, if..

left uncorrected, could result in impaired
performance of the operations and maintenance
personnel.

, Category C - Other Items - A minor hardware or drawing.

discrepancy.

-
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(4) DER's will be posted against affected design drawing.

(5) All category "A" items are to be completed by fuel load. All
category "B" hardware items are to be completed by fuel load.

(6) All category "B" items affecting drawings only, are to be completed
by 5% power. All "C" items to be completed by first refueling
outage.-

A list of typical items which would be expected to be found in each
category was developed by licensee engineers experienced in this work.
A group of licensee engineers, from the engineering department in the
Electrical, I&C, Seismic, Nuclear Production, Maintenance and
Operations, reviewed and categorized each walkdown inspection deviation
within the DER packages and recommended what items are to be fixed,
what drawings are to be revised, whether corrective action was required,
and when activities are to be completed.

On February 14, 1985, the licensee's engineering staff, NRC inspectors
and other staff held a meeting on discrepant item classifications
(categories A, B or C). The NRC inspection team commented on category
items that were vague, confusing, misleading or inappropriately

y placed in the wrong category. Subsequently the licensee modified its
category list to incorporate applicable NRC comments. This resulted
in a more accurate and mutually understood item classification reference.
The licensee's disposition of these modifications were included in
document FES-011 for the electrical items and FE5-0257 for the I&C items.

b._ The inspectors reviewed selected DER's to assess the licensees'
~

-electrical and I&C as-built walkdown findings and their final
disposition.

The DER format was broken down into the following sections by the
NRC inspectors:

- Number of deficient items identified.

- Number of deviations within each deficient item.'

.

For example, DER No F2E-F8S-253 noted 38 deficient items, which
included-approximately 110 different deviations.

The following randomly selected DER's were reviewed-by the NRC
inspectors:

Approx. No.
No. of Deficient of Single Category

- DER NA Equipment Items Identified Deviations A B C

F2E F85-253 H21-P2958 38 110 3 20 15
F2E-F85-172 MCC 2PA-1- 17 90 3 7 7

:F2E-F85-014 MCC 2PB-1 23 65- 1 14 8

F2E-F85-260 H11-P614 24 85 2 9 13
F2E-F85-316 RHR.Stm. 23 80 12 11-

Cond.-Mode
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#
I-

: F2E-F85-002 480V.SWGR 10 65 2- 8-

- -72EC
,

i- .

F2E-F85-205 480V SWGR 25 45 11' 14 i
-

-

I

72E<
. .

14160V & 400V : 15 25 Not availableF2E-F85-255
SWGRS yet 6

- F2E-F85-063 H11-P628 6 80 10 70'
-

F2E-F85-150 480V MCC 12 20 6 8 8
72ED-2D"

F2E-F85-190- 1480V-MCC 18 .30 1 11 18
.. '72C-3A

8 52. F2E-F85-145 H11-P810 32- 60'' -

F2E-F85-047_' HII-P621- 12 40 1 1 10
NCR-84-1892< H21-P004- 44 85 1 14 29
85-032-RA. 480V SWGR -12 25 2 4 6

'
72ED

9 28F2E-F85-094- RPS Panel- 39 110 -

. ' ,

HII-P609'

F2E-F85-029= HII-P612- 26 120 Not available
yet

.

1g

:During the NRC review of; item categorization by the licensee's.
engineers the inspectors identified various "C" items that should.

Lhave been categorized as "B" and some "B" items that should have ;

.
been categorized _as "A". . The' licensee indicated,that during the
review and evaluation process by their engineering staff some_of
the items will~be changed as appropriate. This process is on going.

.

; and apprears to be appropriately implemented.
. .

NRC review of DER's indicated:that typical deviation-findings were-
as.follows:- '

~ Actual wirings deviate from design drawing requirements. --

Devices installed but not.shown on drawings and vice versa.--
,

More than two conductors terminating at one terminal. ;-

Cables misnumbered or missing cable numbers. *
--

Drawings showing. wrong devices compared to installed.- (Thermal:--

overloads, fuses,: relays, 'etc.)~

Nameplate description incorrect. >
.

Wiring tags missing or_ deviate from drawings.- - -

- ' - Device location or. installation not per drawing.
.

t

Damaged equipment.-

Loose wires.' -
.

L

licensee indicated that scme of the causes for these deficienciesThe;be attributed to:-
'

can ,

Improper; incorporation of design-change documents.-
,

Lack of _as-built criteria in-procurement specifications.L
-

Construction, C&IO-. testing and nuclear-production open options
'

D -
'

- .--
L available.

: Lack of sufficient detail-in engineering direction. :--

-Improper design review and implementation of design document.-

.t
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As a result of the extensive electrical and I&C walkdown performed
by the licensee the following number of items in categories A, B,-

and C were identified as of February 27, 1985:

Category A - 155 single items.
Category B - Approximately 1400 single items.
Category C - Approximately 5000 single items.

As of February 27, 1985, the licensee reported that the following
number of single items have been completed and closed:

Category A - 128
Category B - 24
Category C - 0

The NRC inspectors will review this matter during subsequent
inspections.

c. While reviewing the licensee's as-built program the inspector identi-
fied several cases where Balance of Plant (B0P) cables are tied
electrically into Division II (two) cables in the HPCI system logic
circuitry.

Schematic diagram 6I721-2225-3 Revision "I" contains the logic cir-
cuitry for the HPCI system. The HPCI initiation signal seal in the
circuit contains B0P cables 218387-0C, 218-384-0C and Division Il
cable 225303-2C in same circuit.

The HPCI initiation from the remote shutdown panel contains B0P cable
218384-04 and Division 11 cable 218386-2C in same circuit.

The inspector informed the licensee that a review of safety-related
circuits on schematic and loop diagrams is needed to assess the
significance of this item.

This item will be furthe' reviewed in subsequent inspections.
Pending licensee and NRC review this item is considered unresolved
(341/85-009-01(DRS)).

d. During the inspector's evaluation of DER F2E-F85-316 addressing
the RHR Steam Condensing Mode discrepancies, a concern arose as to
the effectiveness of the C&I0 test program in identifying such
discrepancies. A review of instrument loop schematic indicated that
the test engineers have not yellow lined instrument loop schematics
as they do with control logic schematics. A 7.8 form is used to
document the tests performed. The inspector questioned the test
engineers as to the methodology of tracking down components or
portions of the loop schematic that were not tested yet. It appears
that each test engineer follows his own methodology in keeping track
of the portions that were not tested yet. No one standard system
is being used by all test engineers.
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This practice makes it very difficult other than the assigned.
engineer to determine which portions of the instrumentation remains
to be tested and whether or not the identified scope of testing to )
be performed includes all system instrumentation.

Pending further review by licensee and NRC, this item is considered
open (341/85-009-02(DRS)).

e. NQA Stop Work Order

On February 11, 1985, the licensee issued a Stop Work Order (SW0)
number 85-001 to initiate action to halt all work in the area of

; labeling of safety-related electrical equipment. The SWO was issued
as a result of a discrepancy observed on the load de'cription labeling
of a 130V DC distribution panel. It was determined that position #5
of 130V DC distribution panel 2PA2-6 did not agree with the descrip-
tion on drawing 6D721-2530-10, Revision 0. Revision N of drawing
6SD721-2530-10, "One Line Diagram 260/130V Essential Dual Battery 2PA
Distribution Division 1", indicated that for position #5, the

. description on the feed should be, " Torus Water Isolation Valve
750-F412A." However, in Revision 0 this was changed to "H11P914
DCMS Control Cabinet." As a result, the licensee issued the SW0
to gain control of labeling activities and to define Lead Design
Document Index in the area of labeling.

It appears that the discrepancy occurred as a result of several
licensee organizations working independent of each other, in
addition to lack of adequate information, regarding labeling, in
the licensee's Lead Design Document Index (LDDI). During the
as-built walkdown inspection of electrical and instrumentation
equipment, the licensee's site engineering group found that labels
were not matching drawings. The site engineering group then sent
the marked-up drawings to the licensee's Troy office. It was Troy
Engineering's understanding that discrepancies in drawings would
be changed to reflect cable pull cards. Troy was unaware that
Nuclear Production (plant operations) used the single-line diagram
as the lead document for load descriptions. Engineering, in
revising the prints, did not communicate the change to the plant.
As a result, the licensee issued the SWO in order to coordinate
labeling activities and to define the lead documents for labeling
in the LDDI. Prior to issuance of the SW0, the licensee had not
defined the lead document for load description labeling in the LDDI.

On February 19, 1985, the licensee closed out the SW0. The closure
of the SWO was based in part in Engineering identifying all drawings
which, potentially, could contribute to labeling problems. In addi-
tion, labeling activities would be coordinated with Nuclear Production.
Nuclear Production would be consulted to identify and determine which
types of drawings were to be used for labeling as well as the infor-
mation required on the drawings. The licensee indicated that the
. labeling criteria decided upon by Nuclear Production will be comuni-
cated to Engineering. Furthermore, to prevent recurrence, no changes
in labeling will occur unless a Deviation Event Report (DER) is issued,
and dispositioned by Engineering with input from Nuclear Production.
Engineering has issued memorandum F2E 85-0256.
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The licensee determined that additional actions to prevent recurrence
would. include the identification, within Nuclear Production, of

procedures or instructions that describe how labels and changes are
connunicated to Engineering for review, approval, revision to
drawings, and implementation in the plant. These actions have been
partially implemented in the electrical area; however, acceptance
criteria has not been formulated in the instrumentation and controls
area. Additionally, the LDDI has not been updated to reflect lead
information.

On February 21, 1985, a memorandum from the Principal Resident
Engineer to the Director of Field Engineering, describes the design
documents to be used for tagging and labeling. While the memorandum
describes what the lead documents will be for 4160V AC, 480V AC,
260V DC switchgear and for DC distribution cabinets, electrical
pentration, fuses and 120V MPU panels, it does not specifically
identify the load description basis. The licensee has not indicated
whether the load description on the one-line diagram will describe
the next panel cable termination or the load termination to the lead.
The licensee has indicated that in order to avoid confusion they will
be consistent in their methodology but they have not as yet taken a
formal position.

Duringreviewofapreviouslyidentifiedissue(341/84-68-03)inthe
area of labeling the inspector was informed that not all components
inside electrical switchgear such as terminal blocks would be labeled.
The licensee's rationale was that since arrangement drawings would
show the as-built position of electrical components, no confusion would
result. The licensec, however, has not formally indicated, in all
instances, where labels will be omitted and where they will be included.

Pending establishment of labeling acceptance criteria ir. the instrumen-
tation and controls area, resolution of the questions regarding
load description labeling, determining what should be labeled inside
electrical switchgear, and incorporation of the changes to reflect the
lead design document in the LDDI, these issues are considered open.
(341/85-009-03(DRS))

~f. The NRC ' inspector audited the implementation of Procedure 11.000.54,
Rev. 2, Lead Design Document Index (LDDI), among personnel of the
Operations Technical group, Maintenance Engineering work group
including general foremen and field technicians.

The primary purpose of this audit was to verify if all personnel in
operations and maintenance were trained in the use of the LDDI and
were using the LDDI in conjunction with the design drawings. In view
of the numerous discrepancies previously identified by the NRC on
electrical' and I&C as-built drawings, the licensee had proposed using
'the LDDI as a temporary alternative, so as to identify which lead
drawings had accurate or lead information for specific activities.

Despite walkdown inspections being performed by the licensee to identify
discrepancies, the inspector observed a critical need to use the LDDI
to obtain accurate information. For example, the inspector observed
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that during maintenance if a technician in the field tried to use a4

schematic instead of a lead wiring drawing (identified by the LDDI),
when lifting leads or terminating wires, the technician.would not be
aware of.Various discrepancies regarding correct terminal numbers,
wire numbers and jumper connections which are. identified only on the
lead wiring drawing. . Since this infonnation was not originally
prescribed by the schematic, no DER identifying these discrepancies
is. required to be posted against this schematic, thus highlighting the
need of the technician to use the lead drawing. Other such examples
Linclude information on devices, fuses, spare conductors and tagging.

- The inspector determined that there is a need for craft training
|in the use of the LDDI in that a technician could normally look

. for specific 'information on a general arrangement drawing, single
line drawing, schematic drawing or wiring drawing as various in-
formation is normally repeated on more than one of the above

- drawings. _However,-in the instances where a DER identifying
a. discrepancy had not been referenced on all appropriate drawings,
and the lead drawing for specific activities had not been iden-
tified for the technician, it would be necessary for the technician
_to apply the LDDI- prior to using the design drawing for any work
activity.

The NRC inspector reviewed the steps taken in processing a typical
work package from its initiation and approval by the Operations
Technical. Group; review, approval and inclusion of drawings by the
. Maintenance Engineering Work Package Group; review and coordination
by the' Maintenance. Engineering Work Group; and field implementation
by. technicians.

Since most work packages have design drawings, the inspector
reviewed implementation of Procedure 11.000.54, Revision 2, LDDI,
for the processing of such work _ packages. The. inspector had
discussions with the Operations Tech. Group Plant Support Engineer,''

zSenior maintenance engineers, maintenance technical coordinators
general foremen, electrical foreman and technicians.

After the inspectors discussions with the above personnel, and
review of the processing of work packages, associated procedures
and training programs, the inspector identified the following
exceptions.

-(1) .The inspector observed that personnel in the above groups were
apparently-not using the LDDI in conjunction with the drawings,
but.in most. cases.were using the LDDI as a guideline to be con-
sulted when infonnation could not be traced on design documents
or when 'a discrepancy was found on a drawing >(not necessarily the .

' lead drawing). After discussions with the NRC, the supervisors-

of these groups agreed .to hold training sessions with their
personnel to remind them to apply the LDDI prior to using a design
drawing.

(2) The_ inspector observed that procedures applicable to work package
processing, such as Procedure 12.000.15, Revision 6, PN-21 (work
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order processing), did not require the application of the LDDI
in conjunction with design drawings when identifying these
drawings on work packages. The licensee agreed to take immediate
action and refer the required use of the LDDI on all PN-21, Attach-
ment A forms, and to review work package procedures for similar
references'. (Attachment A forms were reported to be included in
every work package and carried a listing of maintenance activities
to be performed.) |

.(3) The. inspectors attended the LDDI video training session and
observed that the training module did not clearly emphasize
the need and requirement of applying the LDDI prior to using
a design drawing. The licensee. agreed to take corrective
action and inform all trainees of this requirement.

(4) During review of the. stated ' purpose' of the LDDI in Procedure
11.000.54, Revision 2, Section 1, the inspector observed that
this section did not emphasize the need and requirement of
applying the LDDI prior to using a design drawing. The
licensee agreed to revise this section to state this require-
ment.

(5) During. discussions with maintenance general foremen, electrical
technical foremen and electrical technicians, the inspector

-observed that field electricians and technicians, especially
contractor personnel, were not required to attend the LDDI
video training session. Field technicians assumed that all
drawings in a work package had been reviewed for adequacy by
support groups. The inspector was concerned'that if the field
technician did not apply the LDDI prior to reviewing the
drawings, the technician could, for example, use a schematic

. drawing instead of the correct lead wiring drawing-(as
prescribed by the LDDI) when performing wire terminations, if
both drawings were included-in the work package. Since the
work package did not identify a lead drawing _for a specific
maintenance activity, it was necessary for the technician to
be trained in the use of'the LDDI.

The licensee, including its. Nuclear Quality Assurance Section, was
informed that the NRC considered the effective implementation of the

-LDDI. procedure as vital to the NRC's acceptance of the licensee's
as-built program. ~ 0n March 1,1985, Messrs. Ed Griffing, Assistant
Manager. DECO Nuclear Operations, Lou Bregni, . Licensing and other
members of the licensee's staff. informed the NRC by conference call.
of corrective action being taken to resolve NRC concerns and
effectively implement the LDDI procedure. The action items stated
by the licensee-included establishing a document that identified
lead drawings for.each maintenance activity in the work package and
'the inclusion of this' document _in all work packages; training of
technical personnel and craftsmen requiring the use of the LDDI;
revision of. scope and purpose of the-LDDI procedure; revision of

. training program-to emphasize the requirement of using the LDDI in
i conjunction with design drawings; revision of appropriate work

package procedures to cross reference the use of LDDI; as well as
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Other appropriate = actions to resolve concerns identified during this
review. Pending NRC review of licensee corrective action, this is

.an unresolved item (341/85-009-04).~5

g.- In regards to instrument calibration loop accuracy, the licensee
indicated that the following information would be made available at
the site:

(1) Final. calibrations showing the total loop accuracy for the
reactor water level instrumentation (EER-298).

(2) Show that total loop accuracy meets specified requirements.

The items listed above are considered Open Item No. (341/85-009-05).
t

5. NRC - Detroit Edison As-Built Status Meeting and 50.55(e) Report

. a. On February 1,1985, a public meeting was held at the site regarding
in part the electrical and I&C as-built and design document issues,

~Mr. Willard R. Holland, DECO Vice President and other representatives
of the licensee staff were present. Mr. A. Bert Davis, Deputy, Region
III Regional' Administrator, and other members of NRC staff were present.
Two people from the Safe Energy Coalition of Michigan also attended.

The licensee presented the corrective actions that they are taking
regarding the electrical and I&C. deviations identified during,their
and NRC.as-built walkdown inspections. In summary, the licensee
indicated that all safety-related systems will be reinspected to
determine if the as-built plant installed equipment was in agreement
with design document requirements. The. licensee further stated that>

all adverse conditions identified.during the reinspection will be
categorized in terms of the need and timeliness for their repair.:

Category " A" items are to be corrected - Before fuel load.

Category " B" items are to be corrected - Prior to 5% power

Category " C" items are to be corrected - Prior to first
refueling outage (1986)

Subsequently on February 20, 1985, the NRC staff, including
Mr. H. Denton, NRR, and Mr. J. G. Keppler, Region III Administrator,

~and members of the Detroit-Edison Con.pany staff, including
. Dr. W. Jens and others agreed that Category "B" hardware items as
well as category _"A" items would be completed prior to fuel load.
During this meeting, the licensee also identified its methodology
for training and indoctrination of its personnel to do this work;
and its procedure and schemes for identifying, controlling and
resolving each adverse condition..

See attached Exhibit A for licensees summary of their presentation
regarding the design document and as-built configuration issues.

-
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I b. 50.55(e) Report (licensee item 143).

In response to the as-built documentation deviations, the licensee
,

has submitted its final 50.55(e) report. NRC Region III has reviewed"

the corrective action taken and proposed by the licensee and consider

mentation of the action items outlined in this final 50.55(e) ple-
the response acceptable. Continued NRC verification of the im

reporti

will be documented in this and subsequent inspections.

6. Open Items

Open items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee, which
will be reviewed further by the inspector, and which involve some action
on the part of the NRC or licensee or both. An open item disclosed during
the inspection is discussed in Paragraphs 2.a, 4.d, and 4.e.

7. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required
in order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of non-
compliance, or deviations. An unresolved item disclosed during the
inspection is discussed in Paragraphs 4.c and 4.f.

8. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted under persons
contacted) at the conclusion of the inspection on February 22, 1985.
The inspector summarized the scope and findings of the inspection. The
licensee acknowledged the information.

1
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3 Summary of Program

3
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; Load Powerg
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~ ~

~
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Information on These3 Analysis for - Remaining

Significance Significant Drawings Correct.

]~
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